
Services Provided
   Translation
   Software Localization
   Website Localization
   Multimedia Localization
   Localization Engineering
   Multilingual Desktop Publishing

Our Main Language Pairs
English into Target Languages
Simplified Chinese  Indonesian
Traditional Chinese  Malay
Japanese   Vietnamese
Korean   Tamil
Thai

Source Languages into Chinese
German   Korean
Spanish   Japanese
French

Chinese into Target Languages
English   Korean

CAT Tools
SDL Trados Studio  MemoQ
Memsource   XTM
Catalyst   Passolo
Wordfast   DejaVu

DTP Applications
Adobe InDesign  Microsoft Word
Adobe FrameMaker  Microsoft Powerpoint
Adobe Illustrator  Microsoft Excel
Adobe Photoshop  Microsoft Publisher
Adobe LiveCycle  Coral Draw

Engineering Tools
Adobe After Effects  Articulate Storyline
Adobe Audition  Articulate Studio 
Adobe Captivate  Dreamweaver
Adobe Flash  Lectora Inspire
Adobe Premiere  Madcap Flare
Adobe RoboHelp  Subtitle Workshop

Quality Certificates

Office Hours
9AM - 6PM GMT+8
Monday - Friday
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Together for 
a Shared Future
As this year draws to a close, the haze of the coronavirus pandemic 
has not yet cleared. The spread of the Delta and Omicron variants 
has once again cast a shadow over the economic recovery. 
However, iLen continues to provide high-quality services to our 
customers despite cost pressures and the impact of the epidemic. 
Our people are always looking forward and place great emphasis 
on quality. In the past year, our projects have won critical acclaim 
from our customers, and some major clients have even given us 
more projects. We would like to take this opportunity to thank all 
our customers for their continued support.
As 2022 is around the corner, and the countdown to the Beijing 
Winter Olympics is well underway, we want to cite the slogan of 
the 2022 Beijing Winter Olympics – “Together for a Shared 
Future” – to express iLen’s great expectations. We are eager to 
work hand in hand with our customers and partners as always. 
We are not afraid of challenges and want to create a brighter 
future together. We wish all our customers and friends a Merry 
Christmas and Happy New Year! Stay safe and healthy!

Climbing Jade Dragon Snow Mountain and 
marveling at the stunning scenery of Lugu Lake

iLen wanted to reward its hard-working colleagues with an exciting 
trip. So we headed to Lijiang, Yunnan, to climb the mysterious and 
magnificent Jade Dragon Snow Mountain to visit crystal-clear Lugu 
Lake and explore the “Kingdom of Daughters” of the Mosuo people. 
The year-end journey was disrupted by the Delta variant even 
before it started, but after many twists and turns, we finally set off 
with full Covid protection.

The travel preparations were the most difficult we had ever faced, but 
it also turned out to be an unexpectedly fascinating traveling 
experience. When we arrived at Jade Dragon Snow Mountain, we were 
met with snowflakes. We were so excited that we overcame the 
altitude sickness and climbed to the top of the snow-capped mountain, 
whose altitude is over 4,000 meters. Standing on the observation deck 
at the top of the mountain, we could only marvel at the magnificent 
scenery of snowy mountains and peaks. We were also amazed by Blue 
Moon Valley and Lugu Lake. Icy water coming from Jade Dragon Snow 
Mountain converges into a blue lake in Blue Moon Valley, which is so 
deep and stunning. The golden leaves, blue sky and pure water in 
Lugu Lake painted us a series of breathtaking oil paintings.

Testimonials

           This is just a quick email to let you know that your team have 
been chosen as our Stars of the Week for your recent work with us.

I wish to let you know that you all received a special round of applause 
during our weekly company meeting! 

----Lara Davies-Jones, Empower Translate

           I take this opportunity to thank you for all your help with this 
and other rush project you have helped me with. I know the effort all 
your teams do to deliver on time without jeopardizing the quality.

I really appreciate everything you do.

----Fernanda diaz, CQ �luency

          You said below: “Thank for the kindness”. However, it is you and 
your team the ones who are always kind and exceed my expectations.

Thank you so much for delivering these three languages today. I have 
no words to express my gratitude for your continuous efforts.

----Andres Crevillen, AMPLEXOR

Traveling during the pandemic made us realize that no matter 
how difficult the process is, as long as we remain optimistic 
and keep moving forward, good things will come as expected. 
Let’s embrace 2022 with our vision for the future!

Tel: +86-755-86225058      Fax: +86-755-86229385
E-mail: info@i-len.com        Web: www.i-len.com
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iLen Headquarters
Room 15A, Unit 2, Tower 6, Time City (Xian Dai Cheng),
Nanguang Road, Nanshan District,
Shenzhen, Guangdong, China 518054

iLen Chengdu
Room 1804, Building 3, Idealism Center, No.38, 
Tianyi Street, High-Tech Zone, 
Chengdu, Sichuan, China 610017

iLen Changsha
Room 1821-22, Building 1, XiangYu Central, 
No. 235 WuYi Avenue, Furong District, 
Changsha, Hunan, China 410001




